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feb 14-23 : proposal meetings

march 7 : presentation topics due

march 9 : proposals due

march 27-april 3 : project updates

april 5-24 : paper presentations

may 1 : final project presentations

may 3 : process books due
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THE PANCAKE RECIPE CHALLENGE
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Text

Alex Bigelow
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LAST TIME
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LINKED VIEWS 
multiple views that are simultaneously 
visible and linked together such that 
actions in one view affect the others
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-linking choices
- linked highlighting
- linked navigation
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-view choices
-encoding: same or multiform
-dataset: same or small multiple
-data: all or subset (overview/detail)
-conditioning
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-today



comments on readings?
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DATA REDUCTION!
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-how to reduce the amount of stuff to draw?
- crosscuts view composition and interaction 
considerations

-item reduction
- today
- rows of table

-attribute reduction
- Thursday
- columns of table



ITEM REDUCTION METHODS

-filtering and navigation
- leave some things out

-aggregation
- merge things together

-overviews
- temporal through navigation
- separate dedicated view
- focus + context

- selective filtering
- geometric distortion
- distortion costs/benefits
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FILTERING
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NONSPATIAL FILTERING

29 Willett 2007

Ahlberg 1994
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SPATIAL FILTERING: NAVIGATION 

-filter based on spatial position
- unconstrained: camera can move anywhere
- constrained: limit on possible motion 

-panning | translating

-rotating (in 3D)

-zooming
- geometric: analogous to real-world

- appearance fixed, viewpoint changes sizes of objects
- semantic: representation adopts to screen space
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AGGREGATION
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-combine items (vs. eliminate them 
with filtering)

-derived attributes
-min | max | avg | sum
-many many many other ways!

-challenge: avoid averaging out signal



OVERVIEWS
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-strategies: both filter and aggregate
- simple: geometric zoomout
-complex: aggregation

-methods
- temporal through navigation
-separate dedicated view
-embedded/integrated focus + context



-taxonomy
-overview + detail: spatial separation
-zooming: temporal separation
- focus + context: integrated/embedded

-cue-based: selectively highlight/suppress
- crosscuts other techniques

36 Cockburn 2008



OVERVIEWS
overview + detail
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OVERVIEW + DETAIL

Cockburn 2008



39 http://www.historyshots.com/rockmusic/

OVERVIEW + DETAIL

http://www.historyshots.com/rockmusic/
http://www.historyshots.com/rockmusic/


-linked navigation
- shortcut navigation: thumbnail to detail

- leaping to far-away regions
- explore overview without changing detail (or vice 
versa)

- full synchronize does not support
-detail changes immediately shown in overview

-their definition: lens at O+D
-O and D separated in z-depth (layered)
-Munzner’s usage: focus + context
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OVERVIEW + DETAIL ISSUES

Cockburn 2008



LENSES
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Cockburn 2008

Lambert 2010



OVERVIEWS
zooming
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GEOMETRIC ZOOMING
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ZOOMABLE USER 
INTERFACES



SEMANTIC ZOOMING
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BISCAQG8HhU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BISCAQG8HhU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BISCAQG8HhU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BISCAQG8HhU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BISCAQG8HhU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BISCAQG8HhU


ZOOMING ISSUES
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-geometric zooming
-hard to make intuitive zoomout control
-zoomable user interfaces (ZUIs)

-semantic zooming
-different representations at different scales

-challenge: stability



OVERVIEWS
focus + context
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FOCUS + CONTEXT
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-integrate focus 
and context in 
a single view

http://www.cs.umd.edu/class/fall2002/cmsc838s/tichi/fisheye.html

http://www.cs.umd.edu/class/fall2002/cmsc838s/tichi/fisheye.html
http://www.cs.umd.edu/class/fall2002/cmsc838s/tichi/fisheye.html


F+C FORMALISM
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-DOI for selective presentation vs distortion
-infer DOI through interaction vs explicit selection
-single vs multiple foci

Leung 1994



50 Leung 1994



F+C ELISION: 
SpaceTree

51 Grosjean 2002

selective filtering 
with elision



F+C DISTORTION: 3D

52 Cockburn 2008



F+C DISTORTION: FISHEYE

53 Furnas 1995



DISTORTION CHALLENGES
-unsuitable for relative spatial judgements

-overhead of tracking distortion

-visual communication of distortion
- gridlines, shading

-target acquisition problem
- lens displacing items away from screen location

-mixed results compared to separate views and 
temporal navigation

-fisheye follow-up: concern with enthusiasm over 
distortion

- what is being shown: selective filtering
- how it is being shown: distortion as one possibility
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F+C WITHOUT DISTORTION

55 Lambert 2010

magnification

highlight | suppress



L11: Dimensionality Reduction

REQUIRED READING
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